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 The National Basketball Association has no respect for the Toronto 

Raptors. The basketball world in general has not respected the lone Canadian 

team in the NBA for a long time now, things are finally changing, but very 

slowly. DeMar DeRozan is currently leading the league in scoring. The Raptors 

have six wins and only two losses, one coming to the defending Champions, the 

Cleveland Cavaliers, by a margin of only three points. On Wednesday, 

November 9th,  they handed the Oklahoma City Thunder, one of three power 

house east division teams, their second loss of the season. All these early 

accomplishments and people still do not take the raptors seriously.  

 Is it because they are Canadian? Probably, but no one will admit to that. 

People will finally admit after last season’s playoff run that the Raptors have a 

pair of All-Stars, but it took a while to get that acknowledgment to DeRozan 

and back court mate Kyle Lowry.  

Every pre-season, the magazine Sports Illustrated releases the top 100 

current players in the league. This pre-season in September, Raptors guard, 

DeRozan, was ranked 46th and he did not like that, neither did many Raptor 

fans. This ranking spot is just one more way the basketball world proves the 

speculation that they do not respect the Toronto Raptors. DeRozan is one of 

those players who is always in the gym working on his game. You make him 

mad enough and he will do it in spite of you…After being ranked 46th DeRozan 

has created a start to a season for the history books. In the first five games this 



season for the Raptors we watched DeRozan score 30+ points in each. He is the 

first player to do this since the greatest of all time, Michael Jordan, in 1986. 

The basketball world ranked him 46th. After the first five games of the season 

DeRozan averaged 36.3 points per game, 5.3 rebounds per game and 2.3 

assists. Steven Adams for OKC was ranked above DeRozan yet only averages 

10.3 points per game, 9.5 Rebounds and 1 assist. The four players listed after 

DeRozan are all averaging lower stats than him. There is a lack of respect for 

Canada’s team but the Raptors organization has accepted that, they use it as 

fuel.  

Toronto seems to be separated from the rest of the NBA simply because 

of location, being far away and in Canada. For years’ teams, have not taken 

them seriously, with free agents never wanting to come north, with teams 

resting their stars because they do not think they ‘need them’ because they can 

win with their bench because the Raps are not good… The Raptors were one 

win away from making it to the championships last season. They have two All-

Stars; they have the leading scorer in the league currently and they are still 

fighting to be taken seriously. The league continues to show a lack of respect 

for The Toronto Raptors. But that is okay for now, it has challenged them, 

pushed them, made them hungry for more and to prove they are contenders in 

the NBA.  

To show they have respect for the Raptors the league needs to stops 

fining head coach Dwayne Casey for speaking his mind. DeRozan needs to get 

the respect and recognition he deserves as a player and worker. The league 



must open its eyes and finally see that the Toronto Raptors, the culture, the 

team, and the skill are a force to be reckoned with and must be respected. 

Because #WeTheNorth and the whole country is behind one team, one team 

that is upsetting the NBA’s power houses, that are built to generate revenue. 

This team that works hard, that believes in a country that has adopted them as 

their own. This Toronto Raptors team is breaking all the NBA’s rules; they are 

beating the best, they are keeping up with the Champions, they are going 

against the grain and that is never easy. They deserve to be respected like every 

other team. Just because the league did not build them for revenue, just 

because they are Canadian does not mean they should be treated differently… 

but they are. If the NBA wants to be respected by its players and fans, then it 

needs to show that respect back.  

 

 

 


